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Abstract. Having as a main motivation the development of robust and high
performing robot vision systems that can operate in dynamic environments, we
propose a bayesian spatiotemporal context-based vision system for a mobile
robot with a mobile camera, which uses three different context-coherence
instances: current frame coherence, last frame coherence and high level tracking
coherence (coherence with tracked objects). We choose as a first application for
this vision system, the detection of static objects in the RoboCup Standard
Platform League domain. The system has been validated using real video
sequences and has presented satisfactory results. A relevant conclusion is that
the last frame coherence appears to be not very important in the tested cases,
while the coherence with the tracked objects appears to be the most important
context level considered.

1 Introduction
Visual perception of objects in complex and dynamical scenes with cluttered
backgrounds is a very difficult task which humans can solve satisfactorily. However,
computer and robot vision systems perform very badly in this kind of environments.
One of the reasons of this large difference in performance is the use of context or
contextual information by humans. Several studies in human perception have shown
that the human visual system makes extensive use of the strong relationships between
objects and their environment for facilitating the object detection and perception
[1][3][5][6][12].
Context can play a useful role in visual perception in at least three forms: reducing
the perceptual aliasing, increasing the perceptual abilities in hard conditions, speeding
up the perceptions. From the visual perception point of view, it is possible to define at
least six different types of context: low-level context, physical spatial context,
temporal context, objects configuration context, scene context and situation context.
More detailed explanation can be found in [17]. Low-level context is frequently used
in computer vision. Most of the systems performing color or texture perception use
low-level context in some degree (see for example [13]). Scene context have been
also addressed in some computer vision [10] and image retrieval [4] systems.
However, we believe that not enough attention has been given in robotic and
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computer vision to the other relevant context information here mentioned, especially
in spatiotemporal context levels.
Having as main motivation the development of a robust and high performing robot
vision system that can operate in dynamic environment in real-time, in this work we
propose a generic vision system for a mobile robot with a mobile camera, which
employs spatiotemporal context. Although other systems, as for example
[1][3][5][12], use contextual information, to the best of our knowledge this is one of
the first work in which context integration is addressed in an integral and robust
fashion. We believe that the use of a bayesian-based context filter is the most
innovative contributions of this work.
We choose as a first application for our vision system, the detection of static
objects in the RoboCup Standard Platform (SP) League domain. We select this
application domain mainly because static objects in the field (beacons, goals and field
lines) are part of a fixed and previously known 3D layout, where it is possible to use
several relationships between objects to calculate the defined context instances.
This paper is organized as follows. The proposed spatiotemporal context based
vision system is described in detail in section 2. In section 3, the proposed system is
validated using real video sequences. Finally, conclusions of this work are given in
section 4.

2 Proposed context based vision system
The proposed vision system is summarized in the block diagram shown in figure 1.
The first input used is the sensor information given by the camera and encoders
(odometry). Odometry is used in several stages to estimate the horizon position and to
correct the images between the different frames (see [18] for more details). The image
of the camera is given to the preprocessor module, where color segmentation is
performed and blobs of each color of interest are generated. These blobs are the first
object candidates. We will call {C k } to the object candidates at time step k.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed general vision system

Each perceptors module evaluates the blob candidates with a model of the real
objects. This module selects the best candidates cik , and calculates an a priori
probability that the candidate is correctly detected. These probabilities in the time k
are called {Pkvision } .
The spatiotemporal context integration stage has five modules. Current frame
coherence, last frame coherence and high level tracking coherence modules give a
measurement of the coherence of each current candidate with the respective context
instance: with all other current detections, with last detections, and with high-level
tracking
estimations.
The
output
of
these
modules
are
the
current
last
hlt
probabilities {Pk
} , {Pk } , and {Pk } . The HLT (High-Level Tracking) module
maintains an estimation of the objects’ pose based on the information given by all
detected objects along the time. This module calculates a confidence of these
estimations, which is called λkhlt . The context filter module uses the information

{Pkcurrent } , {Pklast } , {Pkhlt } , and λkhlt to calculate an a posteriori probability for each
current candidate given all the context instances mentioned before. The context filter
module is the more relevant contribution of this work. It implements a bayesian filter
to integrate all context information given by each module exposed above. This
module can be represented by a function of all context instances whose result is the a
posteriori probability that an object is correctly detected given all past detections,
which is called ( {q k } ).

2.1 Perceptors
Let cik

be the observation of the object i at time step k defined by

(

cik = x ik , y ik ,ηik , σ y k , ση k
i

i

)

T

, where x ik is the relative pose of the object with respect to

the robot, and ( y ik , ηik ) and ( σ y k , σ η k ) are the horizon position and angle with their
i

i

corresponding tolerances. Each object of interest has a specialized perceptor that
evaluates some intrinsic characteristic of the candidate cik related with the class K i .
We define [cik ]OK and [cik ]NO.OK as the events where cik has been generated or not by
the object i. The output of the preceptor of the candidate cik can be defined as the
probability of the event [cik ]OK given the observation cik :

(

P vision = P [cik ]OK | cik

)

(1)

This definition has a term not explicitly mentioned in the equation. All candidates
in this work have passed through binary filters, and have been characterized with
some degree of error in perceptors stages. We have shelved this part of the perceptors
in these equations, but that is not a problem, because all the probabilities have the
same conditional part in this work, and all algebraic developments have the same
validity.

2.2 HLT module
The HLT module is intended to maintain information about all the objects detected
in the past, although they are currently not observed (for instance, in any moment you
have an estimation of the relative position of the objects that are behind you). This
tracking stage is basically a state estimator for each object of interest; where the state
to be estimated, for fixed objects, is the relative pose xik of the object with respect to
the robot and not in the camera space. For this reasons it is possible to say that the
HLT module needs a transformation of the coordinated system. We define
F k = T (C k ) and f jk = t ( c kj ) , where T () and t () correspond to the transformation
functions from the camera point of view to the field point of view. The relative pose
of the objects respect to the robot, is less dynamic and more traceable than the
parameters in the camera point of view.

2.3 Context instances calculation in the RoboCup SP League
We will consider three different context instances separately. The first one is the
coherence filtering between all detected objects in the current frame. The second one
is the coherence filtering between current and last frame´s detected object, and the
third one is the coherence filtering with high level tracking estimator.
We have preferred consider last frame coherence and HLT coherence separately,
because last detections may have very relevant information about objects in the
current frame. Due that the HLT has an estimation of the object´s pose, which is given
by a bayesian filter that integrates the information of the all detected objects in the
time; the information of the last frame has a low importance in HLT. In the other
hand, we think that to considerate more than one past frame is too noisy and it is
better to have an estimation with HLT in these cases.
In this approach we have used two kinds of relationships that can be checked
between physical detected objects. The first one, Horizon Orientation Alignment,
must be checked between candidates belonging to the same image, or at most between
candidates of very close images, when the camera’s pose change is bounded. The
second one, Relative Position or Distance Limits, may be checked between candidates
or objects of different images, considering the movements of the camera between
images:
- Horizon Orientation Alignment. In the RoboCup´s environment, several objects
have almost fixed orientation with respect to a vertical axis. Using this quality, it
is possible to find a horizon angle that is coherent with the orientation of the
object in the image. Horizontal angles of correct candidates must have similar
values, and furthermore, they are expected to be similar to the angle of the visual
horizontal obtained from the horizontal points.
- Relative Position or Distance Limits. In some specific situations, objects are part
of a fixed layout. The robot may know this layout a priori from two different
sources: previous information about it, or a map learned from observations. In
both cases, the robot can check if the relative position between two objects, or at
least their distances (when objects has radial symmetry), is maintained.

2.3.1 Current frame coherence
We can define the current frame context coherence as the probability of the event

{ }

[cik ]OK

given all other detection in the current frame. If C k = cik

M

i=0

is the vector of

observations in time step k, then the current frame context coherence may be defined

(

)

like P curr = P [cik ]OK | C k .
However, this probability must be calculated with comparisons between pairs of

(

)

objects given that they are correctly detected P [cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK . In section 2.4 we
will show the relation established between these probabilities.
In a RoboCup SP League soccer field, there are many objects that have spatial
relationships between them. These objects are goals, beacons and field lines. This
static objects in the field are part of a fixed and previously known 3D layout, thus it is
possible to use several of the proposed relationships between objects to calculate a
candidate’s coherence (for more details about object configuration in RoboCup Four
Legged League, see description in [14]).
We consider three terms to calculate the coherence between two objects in the
same frame:

P ([c kj ]OK | [ cik ]OK ) =
Phor ([cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK ) ⋅ Pdist ([cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK ) Plat ([cik ]OK | [ c kj ]OK )

(2)

In this equation, horizontal coherence is related with horizontal position and
orientation alignment. In the sense of the relative position and distance limits, we are
able to use distances between the objects and laterality. Laterality and distances
information comes from the fact that the robot is always moving in an area that is
surrounded by the fixed objects. For that reason, it is always possible to determine, for
any pair of candidates, which of them should be to the right of the other and their
approximated distances.
We define the horizontal coherence term using a triangular function:

Phor ([cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK ) =
 ∆x
1 −
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The distance coherence Pdist ([cik ]OK | c kj ) is also approximated using a triangular
function:

(

)

Pdist ([cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK ) = tri ∆xik, j , σ ∆xi , j ; ∆xik, j = xik − xkj
k

(4)

where xik , x kj are the relative detected positions of cik and c kj respectively.
The lateral coherence Plat ([cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK ) is defined as binary function, which is
equal to 1 if the lateral relation between cik and c kj is the expected one, and 0
otherwise.

2.3.2 Last frame coherence
Analogously to the previous subsection, we can define the coherence between the

(

)

candidate and the objects in the past frame as P last = P [cik ]OK | C k −1 . However as
well as the previous subsection, we just can calculate the relationship between a pair
of objects given that they are correctly detected. We assume the same model that in
the current frame:
P ([cik ]OK | [c kj −1 ]OK )
(5)
= Phor ([cik ]OK | [c kj −1 ]OK ) ⋅ Pdist ([cik ]OK | [c kj −1 ]OK ) ⋅ Plat ([cik ]OK | [c kj −1 ]OK )
The calculation of these terms is totally analogous with the current frame
coherence, with only two differences: y kj and ηkj are modified using the encoder´s
information and the tolerances σ η j and σ y j are increased to meet the uncertainty
k

k

generated by the possible camera and robot movements.

2.3.3 High level tracking coherence
The HLT module maintains an estimation of the objects with the information given
k −1

{ }

by all time steps from zero until k-1. Let F n

n =0

be the information of all frames

from zero to k-1, we call {D k }− = {dik }Mn = 0 the estimation calculated by the HLT
k −1

{ }

using F n

n =0

(

)

. The HLT coherence will be defined as P hlt = P [ f ki ]OK | {D k }− .

Again, the relation between two objects needs to be calculated.
P ([ f i k ]OK | [d kj ]OK ) = Plat ([ f i k ]OK | [d kj ]OK ) Pdist ([ f i k ]OK | [d kj ]OK )

(6)

In this case we can not consider the terms related with horizon alignment but just
the term related with relative position and distances limits. The calculus of Plat and
Pdist are the same that in the current coherence, but the observations cik must be
converted to the field point of view as was written on the equation.
When an object is detected and it is not being tracked, the HLT module creates a
new state estimator for it and initializes it with all the values coming from the
detection process. In particular, the coherence is initialized with the a posteriori
probability obtained by the candidate that has generated the detection. However, as
the robot moves, odometry errors accumulate and high-level estimations become

unreliable. If a set of high-level estimations is self-coherent, but moves too far from
real poses of tracked objects, then all the new observations may become incoherent
and will be rejected. To avoid this situation, high-level estimations are also evaluated
in the coherence filter. In order to inhibit the self-confirmation of an obsolete set of
estimations, the confidence HLTkconf is only checked with respect to the current
observations, but it is smoothed to avoid a single outlier observation discarding all the
objects being tracked. Thus, the confidence of a tracked object is updated using:
N

∑ P ([ d
{λkconf }i = β ⋅ {λkconf
−1 }i + (1 − β ) ⋅

| [ f jk ]OK ) ⋅ P ([ f jk ]OK | f jk )

k OK
i

]

j =1

(7)

N

∑ P ([ f

k OK
j

]

| f jk )

j =1

where β is a smoothing factor.

2.4 Context filter
Let us define the probability a posteriori that we are interested. The most general
spatiotemporal context that we can define is the probability that an object is correct,
given all other detections from init frame to current frame k. Then we define qik as:
k 
qik = P  [cik ]OK | C n
(8)

n =0 

We can assume independence between detections in different times as is shown in
k
k −1
[19]. Then we have P  C n
| [cik ]OK  = P C k | [cik ]OK ·P  C n
| [cik ]OK  .We
=
0
n
n =0




apply Bayes theorem in a convenient way:
k −1
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n=0
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(
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)





)

)

is the coherence between objects in the current frame

k −1 

P curr and P  [cki ]OK | C n
 have the information about all other detections in the
n =0 

past. In our case we will separate it into the last frame coherence and HLT coherence.
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2.4.1 Current frame coherence integration
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Note that we have applied total probabilities theorem to obtain the probability that
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) (
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(
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we need as a function of P [c kj ]OK |[cik ]OK
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and P c kj | [c kj ]OK . Note that
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| [cik ]OK = P [cik ]OK | [c kj ]OK is the

(

output of the calculus of current context coherence defined in (2). P c kj | [c kj ]OK

)

is

the a posteriori probability of perceptor modules, so we can apply Bayes and obtain
the a priori probability of perceptor modules:

P

(

c kj

| [c kj ]OK

)=

(

(

) ( )
)

P [c kj ]OK | c kj ·P c kj
P

where P [c kj ]OK | c kj

)

(

(12)

[c kj ]OK

is directly the output of perceptor module defined in (1).

(

)

(

Clearly, Pr [c kj ]NO .OK | [cik ]OK = 1 − Pr [c kj ]OK | [cik ]OK

(
)) .

)

and applying Bayes and

complementary probabilities, the term Pr c kj | [c kj ]NO .OK

(

)

P c kj | [c kj ]NO .OK =

( )(

(

P c kj · 1 − P [c kj ]OK | c kj

(

P [c kj ]NO .OK

)

)

can be calculated as

All other probabilities no explicitly calculated here, can be estimated statistically.
2.4.2 Past frames coherence integration
k −1 
The term P  [cki ]OK | C n
 considers the information of all detected objects
n =0 

along the time. Each candidate can be represented into the camera coordinate system,
or into the field coordinate system. Assuming independence between the probabilities

{ }

calculated in both coordinate systems, the problem was decomposed considering both
coordinate systems separately. In the camera coordinate system, just the last frame
detections are considered, because more than one past frame would introduce too
much noise to the problem, due to the highly dynamical nature of the objects. Hence,

(

)

we just need to calculate the term P [cki ]OK | C k −1 . In future works, it is possible to
face the problem with more details, considering an estimation of the objects in the
camera coordinate system to take into account more than one past frame. On the other
hand, the HLT module gives an estimation of the objects in the field coordinate
system, considering all detections along the time. The HLT module performs a
bayesian estimation of the objects; therefore, we can assume the Markov principle,
k −1 

which say that the probability P  [ f ki ]OK | F n
 can be substituted by
n =0 
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P [ f ki ]OK | {D k }

)

(see subsection 2.3.3). Applying Bayes and assuming F k , C k

statistically independent, we obtain:
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is the a posteriori probability qkj−1 , calculated in the past
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is the last frame coherence

defined in (5). All other terms, can be calculated analogously to the current frame
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case. On the other hand, P D k | [ fi k ]OK = ∏ P d kj | [ fi k ]OK , then, applying total
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probabilities theorem we obtain:
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) is the confidence {λ } defined in (7) by HLT module, and
) = P ([ f ] | [d ] ) is the coherence with the HLT module´s
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conf
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j

estimation defined in (6). All other terms can be calculated in the same way already
explained.

3 Experimental Results
Our vision system was tested using real data sequences obtained by an AIBO
Robot inside a RoboCup Four Legged Soccer field. The detection rates were
measured in two different situations: a low noise situation with few false objects, and
a noisier situation, with much more false objects. In the first situation, false object
presents were “natural” objects, like the cyan blinds and some other real, colored
objects of our laboratory, which are naturally placed around the field. These objects
appear in approximately 20% of the frames. In the second situation, additional false
objects were added: one false goal and one false beacon over the ground plane, and
one false goal and one false beacon in the border of the field. Both situations can be
observed in real games of the RoboCup due to the non-controlled conditions of the
environment. The public can wears with the same colors of the interesting objects and
several other objects of different colors can be founded around the field.
In this work, ROC curves with the number of false-positives in the x-axis have
been used to evaluate the system. These ROC curves permit to compare the utility of
the different context instances proposed, measuring the rate of correct detection given
a number of false positives that indicates the noise degree of the environment. The
results are shown in Fig. 2. Note how the a priori and the a posteriori ROC curves
evolve as the quantity of noise is increased. When the system is facing situations with
low amount of noise (i.e. false objects), the use of context is not very important to
improve the performance of the system. However, as the quantity of false objects
grows, the use of context increases noticeably the detection rate for a given false
positive rate.
An important observation is the fact that last frame coherence appears not to be
very important compared with HLT coherence and with the current frame coherence.
In fact, if we only consider the current frame coherence and HLT coherence instances,
the a posteriori probability calculated is very near to the a posteriori probability
calculated when the last frame coherence is included. Hence, the last frame coherence
is irrelevant.

4 Conclusions
We have presented a general-propose context based vision system for a mobile
robot having a mobile camera. The use of spatiotemporal context is intended to make
the vision system robust to noise and high performing in the task of object detection.
We have presented a general-purpose context based vision system for a mobile
robot having a mobile camera. The use of spatiotemporal context is intended to make
the vision system robust to noise and high performing in the task of object detection.
We have first applied our vision system to detect static objects in the RoboCup SP
League domain, and preliminary experimental results are presented. These results

confirm that the use of spatiotemporal context is of great help to improve the
performance obtained when facing the task of object detection in a noisy
environment. The reported results encourage us to continue developing our system
and to test it in other applications, where different physical objects and lighting
conditions may exist.
As future work, we propose to include some other context instances, and integrate
these to the bayesian context filter. In the other hand, it is possible to research about:
what is the best way to calculate the different context instances and how to extend the
bayesian approach to the HLT estimation.
Although we have satisfactory results, we believe that the system may be improved
considerably by facing these issues.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. ROC curves using different context instances. Score: it is the a priori probability
given by perceptors modules. Score a posteriori: it is the a posteriori probability calculated by
the proposed context integration system. Coherence instances: are the a posteriori probability
given by each context instance.
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